
# V-46028, SPECTACULAR VILLA
CABARETE BEACH FRONT COMMUNITY 

  Single Family Detached.   $
1,199,000  

Cabarete, Dominican Republic
.
**Spectacular villa in Cabarete beach front community for sale** The location of this villa is
sincerely amazing as it is located in one of the most beautiful ocean front gated communities
between The beach and the nature make this place unique, you need to come here to feel that.
This villa is on two floors and has a large entrance with a wood and glass door opening into the
lobby. In the lobby area there is a designer stairwell going to the second floor and in front of the
door entrance there is a glass sliding door opening into the beautiful garden. On the right side there
is a door going into a large dining and living area where there are two nice white sofas, a nice white
design table with antique stylish chairs. From the living area you will access to a guest bathroom
and two bedrooms, one is furnished with bed and closet the second one is now used as storage
room. On the second floor there are 3 bedrooms and a room used now as Gym with some Gym
equipment that comes with the house. From this room you have a beautiful ocean view. The master
bedroom is very large and has a queen size bed imported from Europe, a large walking closet and
a beautiful bathroom and a very large terrace overlooking the garden and the pool. The second
bedroom has a queen size bed, a large wardrobe and share the bathroom with the third bedroom,
that now is the kids room, furnished with a twin size bed and with its own walking closet. The
garden has the special green small size grass very soft under the foot and all around the pool there
is a ceramic floor. The pool area has queen size outdoor canopy bed and three lawn chair. The villa
has a large garage and covered car parking. For more information please complete the Request
Box.

Name

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  6
Bath :  3

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  21
Lot Size :  22604.2

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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